introduction {#Introduction}
============

The cystic fibrosis transmembrane conductance regulator (CFTR)^1^ ([@B36]) is a member of the ATP-binding cassette ([@B36]) or traffic ATPase ([@B1]) superfamily. Proteins in this superfamily harvest the energy from the hydrolysis of ATP to transport a variety of substrates across the cell membrane ([@B27]). Like other members in this family, CFTR is predicted to contain two membrane spanning domains, each composed of six putative membrane-spanning segments and two nucleotide binding domains (NBD1 and NBD2). However, unlike other members, CFTR has a regulatory domain containing multiple consensus sites for phosphorylation via PKA; functionally, CFTR itself is a plasma membrane chloride channel (e.g., [@B2]; [@B5]).

It is thought that regulation of CFTR channel activity is through PKA-dependent phosphorylation of the regulatory (R) domain. Although a prerequisite for activation, PKA phosphorylation of the R domain in itself is not sufficient for opening of the channel. Once the R domain is phosphorylated, nucleotide interaction with the NBDs is coupled to the opening and closing (i.e., gating) of the channel. The NBDs contain a highly conserved region known as the Walker A and Walker B motifs. It is believed that this region forms a close association with the phosphates of bound nucleoside triphosphates ([@B37]). From the sequence of the NBDs, it is predicted that they not only bind, but hydrolyze nucleotides. Biochemical experiments using purified CFTR have demonstrated that the protein functions as an ATPase ([@B5]). Molecular modeling by sequence comparison and functional studies of CFTR have suggested that the function of NBDs (especially NBD2) in CFTR parallels that of a G protein ([@B23]; [@B11]; [@B31]; [@B38]). Furthermore, recent studies have shown that the purified NBDs can hydrolyze ATP and GTP ([@B26]; [@B34]). The functional implication of these biochemical results is that CFTR may use the free energy of ATP hydrolysis to drive conformational changes associated with gating transitions.

Previous work on CFTR gating by [@B23] and [@B19] has established that nucleotide binding and hydrolysis at the NBDs is important in channel gating. However, each group proposed a different role for the two NBDs in gating of the channel. [@B23] proposed that hydrolysis at NBD1 is coupled to channel opening, while subsequent binding at NBD2 stabilizes the open conformation; hydrolysis of ATP at NBD2 triggers channel closing. In contrast, [@B19] proposed that nucleotide binding and hydrolysis at NBD1 is only a prerequisite for channel opening; subsequent nucleotide binding at NBD2 is actually responsible for channel opening and hydrolysis at this second ATP binding site is responsible for channel closure. Both models are supported by the observations that the nonhydrolyzable ATP analogues, such as AMP-PNP and ATPγS, fail to open CFTR channels, but dramatically increase the open time in the presence of ATP ([@B3]; [@B18]; [@B23]). The fact that CFTR mutants with impaired nucleotide hydrolysis at NBD2 present a prolonged channel open time ([@B10]; [@B19]; [@B42]) also supports these models.

We studied gating of CFTR in excised inside-out patches from NIH3T3 cells stably transfected with wild-type (wt) or K1250A-CFTR. In wt-CFTR, both the mean open and closed times depend on \[ATP\]. This concentration dependence of the mean open time is more prominent in K1250A-CFTR, a mutant CFTR of which the conserved lysine residue in the Walker A motif of NBD2 is converted to alanine. Our kinetic data are consistent with a cyclic gating scheme that violates microscopic reversibility due to an input of energy from ATP hydrolysis.

materials and methods {#MaterialsMethods}
=====================

Cell Culture and Electrophysiology
----------------------------------

Both wt ([@B7]) and K1250A (lysine to alanine mutation) CFTR channels were stably expressed in NIH3T3 cells (NIH3T3-CFTR and NIH3T3-K1250A, respectively). NIH3T3-K1250A cells stably expressing K1250A-CFTR were established using the retroviral vector pLJ (a generous gift from Dr. Mitchell Drumm, Case Western Reserve University, Cleveland, OH). Both cell lines were grown at 37°C in Dulbecco\'s modified Eagle\'s medium (DMEM) supplemented with 2 mM glutamine and 10% calf serum. For patch-clamp recording, cells were passaged and grown on small, sterile glass chips in 35-mm tissue culture dishes. Before recording, glass chips were transferred to a continuously perfused chamber located on the stage of an inverted microscope (Olympus Corp.).

Patch-clamp pipette electrodes were made using a two-stage vertical puller (Narishige). The pipette tips were fire-polished with a homemade microforge to ∼1 μM external diameter, resulting in a pipette resistance of 3--6 MΩ in the bath solution. CFTR channel currents were recorded at room temperature with an EPC-9 patch-clamp amplifier (HEKA Electronik), filtered at 100 Hz with a built-in three-pole Bessel filter (Frequency Devices Inc.), and stored on videotape. Unless otherwise mentioned, data were subsequently played back at a refiltered frequency of 25 Hz with an eight-pole Bessel filter and captured onto a hard disk at a sampling rate of 50 Hz. Pipette potential was held at 50 mV in reference to the bath. Downward deflections represent channel openings.

The pipette solution contained (mM): 140 *N*-methyl-[d]{.smallcaps}-glucamine chloride (NMDG-Cl), 2 MgCl~2~, 5 CaCl~2~, and 10 HEPES, pH 7.4 with NMDG. Cells were perfused with (mM): 150 NaCl, 2 MgCl~2~, 1 EGTA, 5 glucose, and 5 HEPES, pH 7.4 with 1 N NaOH. In excised inside-out patch mode, the superfusion solution contained (mM): 150 NMDG-Cl, 10 EGTA, 10 HEPES, 8 Tris, and 2 MgCl~2~, pH 7.4 with NMDG. Immediately after excision, patch pipettes were moved to a small homemade chamber where a complete solution change could be accomplished within 3--5 s.

MgATP, salts, and buffers were purchased from Sigma Chemical Co. The catalytic subunit of PKA was purchased from Promega Corp. AMP-PNP was purchased from Calbiochem Corp. All nucleotides were dissolved in the NMDG-Cl solution used for excised studies at a stock concentration of 250 mM. When millimolar ATP was used in the superfusion solution, noticeable acidification occurred, so the pH of superfusion solutions were readjusted to 7.4 with NMDG after addition of ATP.

Kinetic Analysis
----------------

### Macroscopic kinetic analysis.

The mean current amplitude of the macroscopic CFTR channel current was estimated by averaging the current over a 20--60-s stretch with Igor software (Wavemetrics). Curve fits of the time courses for deactivation by washout of AMP-PNP and ATP from patches containing wt-CFTR or the time courses for deactivation by washout of ATP from patches containing K1250A-CFTR were obtained by using the Igor software.

### Data filtering and sampling.

Our goal is to understand gating transitions of CFTR related to ATP hydrolysis, which likely occurs on a time scale in the range of hundreds of milliseconds to seconds ([@B16]; [@B6]). However, short-lived transitions of tens of milliseconds or less are commonly observed in CFTR ([@B20]; [@B17]; [@B43]; [@B32]). These "flickers" are more prevalent in cell-attached patches ([@B20]), are voltage- dependent ([@B17]), and may be due to blockade of the channel by anions on the cytoplasmic side ([@B20]; [@B30]; [@B25]). To eliminate these flickers from our analysis, we filtered our signals at a relatively low cutoff frequency (−3 dB) of 25 Hz using an eight-pole Bessel filter. In addition, open events are defined as intervals separated by closings of 80 ms or greater. We found that using a cutoff time of \<80 ms (e.g., [@B10]; [@B29]) results in estimates of gating transitions that are too fast to be consistent with ATP hydrolysis-dependent gating (see [discussion]{.smallcaps}). Our 25 Hz filter setting results in a 10--90% rise time of 12 ms; therefore, ATP-dependent gating transitions are likely to be unaffected by the filter, whereas flickers with durations of 10 ms or less are greatly attenuated.

### Single-channel kinetic analysis.

Single-channel *P* ~o~ was calculated by dividing the summed open time with the total time (∼4 min). For dwell time analysis of ATP-gated CFTR, we used the previously described method ([@B4]; [@B41]). The probability density function (pdf) of the closed time distribution was generated from pooled closed events. This pdf consists of a sum of two exponential components. From the theoretical model (see Fig. [8](#F8){ref-type="fig"}, Scheme 3) and all the kinetic parameters (see Table [I](#TI){ref-type="table"}), the areas and time constants of these two components were found by using a routine written by Dr. Gillis using MATLAB software (The MathWorks) following standard "Q-matrix" techniques ([@B14]).

Curve fitting of the τc vs. ATP and single-channel *P* ~o~ vs. ATP relationships was performed using the Igor software and macros written to quantitatively describe these relationships (see [discussion]{.smallcaps}).

results {#Results}
=======

ATP Dose--Response Relationship of Phosphorylated CFTR
------------------------------------------------------

CFTR gating was studied in excised inside-out patches from NIH3T3 cells stably transfected with CFTR cDNA. In agreement with previous reports ([@B2]; [@B7]), the addition of ATP alone to the excised inside-out patches from NIH3T3-CFTR cells resulted in little channel activity, suggesting negligible basal phosphorylation of CFTR before patch excision. Application of the catalytic subunit of PKA (50 U/ml) with ATP (2.75 mM) activated a macroscopic current of ∼2.2 pA in this patch (Fig. [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} A). Although this macroscopic current is the result of the activation of multiple channels, it is not so large as to be unable to resolve some of the single-channel steps. Since the single-channel amplitude is ∼0.4 pA and the *P* ~o~under this condition is ∼0.4 (see below), it is estimated that 14 CFTR channels are present in this patch. Upon removal of both PKA and ATP, CFTR channel current rapidly decays in a monotonic manner. Readdition of ATP in the absence of PKA elicited a current magnitude approximately the same as that with ATP plus PKA, suggesting little dephosphorylation over that time span. Although we occasionally observed "rundown" of CFTR channels over long recording, presumably due to dephosphorylation by membrane-associated phosphatases, this is seldom a major problem in our attempt to quantify CFTR gating since patches showing significant rundown are discarded. Note an absence of any channel opening events for ∼15 s when ATP was completely removed. With the presence of 14 channels in the patch, this result suggests a negligible opening rate (\<0.004 s^−1^) in the absence of ATP.

It is known that the degree of CFTR phosphorylation can affect ATP-dependent gating ([@B12]; [@B35]; [@B23]; [@B32]; [@B41]), and that the presence of membrane-associated protein phosphatases can hamper accurate assessment of CFTR gating (e.g., [@B8]; [@B23]). We are fortunate that significant dephosphorylation of CFTR in the membrane patches does not occur in most of our experiments. Thus, when a steady state CFTR channel activity is reached upon addition of PKA and ATP into excised inside-out patches, CFTR channels should be highly phosphorylated and remain phosphorylated even when PKA is removed from the bath. This provides an opportunity to examine the ATP-dependent gating of strongly phosphorylated CFTR. Fig. [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} B shows a semicontinuous recording of a single CFTR in the presence or absence of PKA. The *P* ~o~ of the channel in the presence of PKA and ATP (2.75 mM) was 0.46. 2 or 10 min after removal of PKA, the *P* ~o~ remained unchanged (0.48 and 0.45, respectively). A second application of PKA at 19.5 min after PKA was removed did not alter the *P* ~o~ significantly. Thus, the CFTR channel behavior we observed likely reflects the gating pattern of strongly phosphorylated CFTR.

To study ATP-dependent gating, we monitored the activity of phosphorylated CFTR channels in the presence of different concentrations of ATP. CFTR chloride channels in excised inside-out patches were first phosphorylated with PKA and ATP. To obtain an accurate dose--response relationship, we bracketed the experiments at tested concentrations of ATP with the responses of 2.75 mM ATP. Any minor rundown (\<20%) was compensated for by comparing the channel activity in the presence of the tested concentration to the average activity in the presence of 2.75 mM ATP immediately before and after each tested concentration. The results of an experiment were disregarded when any rundown \>20% was detected during a bracketed period. To ensure that we are observing the activity of fully phosphorylated CFTR throughout our experiments, we periodically compared the channel activity in the presence of 2.75 mM ATP to the activity in the presence of 2.75 mM ATP plus PKA (see Fig. [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} B). We assumed little or no dephosphorylation of the protein if no further increase in channel activity was detected upon the readdition of PKA.

Fig. [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} A shows a representative trace with multiple phosphorylated CFTR channels exposed to two different concentrations of ATP. The mean current amplitude in the presence of 0.5 mM ATP is ∼80% that in the presence of 2.75 mM ATP. Fig. [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} B demonstrates the dose response of ATP-dependent gating by normalizing the macroscopic current at different concentrations of ATP to the current level at 2.75 mM. Since no alteration in single-channel amplitude is detected at different ATP concentrations (data not shown), it is concluded that the changes in the macroscopic current amplitude is due to alterations in the *P* ~o~ of individual channels. To demonstrate the effects of the ATP concentration on the single-channel *P* ~o~, similar experiments were performed in patches containing a single CFTR channel. In these experiments, analysis was performed on recordings of strongly phosphorylated channels at least 4 min in length for each ATP concentration tested. Similar to the macroscopic current amplitude, ATP increased the single-channel *P* ~o~ in a concentration-dependent manner (Fig. [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} C). The plot of single-channel *P* ~o~ vs. ATP concentration is very similar to the macroscopic dose--response relationship (Fig. [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} D), suggesting that gating of CFTR is independent of the number of channels in the patches and that the macroscopic dose response is exclusively due to changes in gating at different ATP concentrations. To understand how changes in the ATP concentration affect CFTR gating, single-channel kinetics were examined.

ATP-dependent Gating of CFTR
----------------------------

Dwell time analysis of CFTR channel activity in patches containing a single CFTR channel was performed. Fig. [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} A shows representative single-channel traces at four different \[ATP\]. It should be noted that openings that last for hundreds of milliseconds are interrupted by closings that vary with \[ATP\]. Even at 10 μM ATP, when there are only 10 openings in the 64-s trace shown, the openings are well dispersed and do not appear to occur in clusters. In addition, as the concentration of ATP is increased, some longer openings, although rare, can be seen.

Fig. [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} B shows cumulative dwell time histograms from the data shown in Fig. [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} A. The closed time constant (τc) and open time constant (τo) were estimated from single exponential fit of the cumulative closed and open time histograms at each \[ATP\]. The relationship between τc and \[ATP\] follows a saturating function with no significant change in τc at ATP concentrations higher than 1.0 mM (Fig. [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"} A). This result suggests that at low micromolar concentrations of ATP, channels are not ATP-bound all the time; therefore, binding of ATP imposes a rate-limiting step in channel opening. However, once the binding of ATP to CFTR is saturated at ∼1 mM, the rate-limiting step in the opening of CFTR channels is some concentration-independent, post-binding event(s). To examine the closed time distribution in detail, we pooled all closed events in four patches in the presence of 100 or 500 μM ATP and generated the pdf of the closed time distribution (Fig. [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}, A and B). The closed time pdf resembles a single exponential distribution with the important exception that the maximal number of events is not at the minimal binned interval. The paucity of short-lived closings is particularly apparent at 100 μM ATP and is indicative of the presence of irreversible steps in ATP-dependent gating of CFTR ([@B15]; see [discussion]{.smallcaps}).

Fig. [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"} B demonstrates that τo increases with increasing \[ATP\] (Fig. [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"} B). This ATP-dependent change in τo is inconsistent with the model proposed by [@B19]. In the model of [@B19], the lifetime of the open state is determined by the hydrolysis rate of bound ATP at NBD2; therefore, τo is not predicted to change with \[ATP\]. In contrast, a prolongation of τo with increasing \[ATP\] is consistent with the model of [@B23] because it includes two open states with ATP binding at NBD2 leading to occupancy of the long-lived open state (see [discussion]{.smallcaps}). Since this latter model predicts a prolongation of open times with increasing \[ATP\] due to ATP binding to NBD2, we next examined \[ATP\]-dependent gating of K1250A-CFTR, a mutant in which the conserved lysine in the Walker A motif of NBD2 is converted to alanine. This mutant CFTR has been shown to assume prolonged openings at 1 mM ATP presumably due to diminished hydrolysis of ATP at NBD2 ([@B10]; [@B19]).

Gating of K1250A-CFTR channels was examined in the presence of either 10 μM or 2.75 mM ATP. Fig. [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"} A shows that a K1250A-CFTR channel, preactivated with PKA and ATP (not shown), was "locked" in an open state with 2.75 mM ATP and the channel closed ∼2 min after ATP washout. In the same patch, very brief openings were seen when 10 μM ATP was applied. These short openings are the first evidence that the channel can close in the absence of ATP hydrolysis by NBD2 (see below). The single channel amplitude, obtained from the all-point histograms (not shown), of K1250A-CFTR channels opened with millimolar ATP is about the same as that for brief openings in the presence of 10 μM ATP (Fig. [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"} B). Note the presence of short flickering closures even in the absence of ATP (Fig. [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"} A), indicating that these closings are not coupled to an ATP hydrolysis cycle. Therefore, to quantify ATP-dependent gating events, these flickering closings should be excluded (see [materials and methods]{.smallcaps}).

To quantify the brief openings of K1250A-CFTR in the presence of 10 μM ATP, dwell time analysis of the cumulative open time from three different patches was performed. The cumulative histogram of pooled open times in the presence of 10 μM ATP could be fitted with a single-exponential function yielding a τo of 0.25 ± 0.01 s (Fig. [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"} C), which is close to the mean open time of wt-CFTR in the presence of 10 μM ATP. Since the "locked open" time of K1250A-CFTR is apparently very long (Fig. [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"} A), it will be very difficult to collect enough events for dwell time analysis. Even if we obtain patches containing a single K1250A-CFTR channel, the flickering closures in locked open state may interfere with the analysis. Although excluding closing intervals \<80 ms is appropriate for eliminating flickers in analysis of wt-CFTR, this exclusion is not sufficient to eliminate flickers from analysis of K1250A-CFTR because the ratio of flickers to "true" closings (gating) of CFTR is much higher. We therefore estimate the time constant for the locked open state from the macroscopic current decay upon washout of 2.75 mM ATP. At this concentration, most of K1250A-CFTR channels are locked open, as can be judged from the small magnitude of macroscopic current fluctuations (Fig. [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"} D). The mean open lifetime of ATP-locked channels should be the same as the time constant for the current decay upon washout of ATP since the opening rate in the absence of ATP is negligible. To obtain a better estimation of the decay time constant, we repeated the ATP washout several times in the same patch and fitted the decay phase of ensemble macroscopic current with a single exponential function (Fig. [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"} E). From three different patches, the exponential decay of the macroscopic current upon washout of ATP yields a time constant of 162.6 ± 31.8 s (our solution change has a dead time of ∼3 s; see [materials and methods]{.smallcaps}). These results suggest that, at low micromolar \[ATP\], K1250A-CFTR can assume brief openings with a time constant close to that of wt-CFTR at equivalent \[ATP\], but this mutant CFTR can be locked open for minutes at millimolar ATP. Assuming ATP is not hydrolyzed by the NBD2 of K1250A-CFTR, the slow closing rate reflects a slow dissociation of ATP from CFTR (presumably from NBD2). If the brief openings of K1250A-CFTR at 10 μM ATP represent open channel conformations without NBD2 being occupied, this observation suggests that CFTR can close even when ATP acts exclusively on NBD1 (see [@B10]; also see [discussion]{.smallcaps}).

To examine the rate of nucleotide unbinding from NBD2 of wt-CFTR, we used the nonhydrolyzable ATP analogue, AMP-PNP, which "locks open" CFTR presumably because it cannot be hydrolyzed by NBD2 to allow channel closure. To estimate the off rate of AMP-PNP from NBD2, we examined the time course of channel closure after washing out ATP/AMP-PNP mixtures that produce the locked open state. In Fig. [7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}, 0.5 mM ATP was applied to elicit macroscopic PKA-phosphorylated CFTR channel current with a mean current amplitude of 1.16 pA in this patch. Addition of 0.5 mM AMP-PNP in the continued presence of ATP caused a 25% increase of steady state current. Once a new level of activity was obtained, both ATP and AMP-PNP were washed out, resulting in a biphasic decay of channel activity (compare Figs. [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} A and 2 A). At this one-to-one ratio of ATP and AMP-PNP, most of the channels are not locked open, as evidenced by the magnitude of current fluctuations at the steady state. In fact, from the slow closing steps after washout of nucleotides, it is estimated that only 1 or 2 channels had been locked open by AMP-PNP. In the same patch, however, 2.75 mM AMP-PNP caused a threefold increase in the macroscopic current elicited with 0.5 mM ATP. In spite of an approximately sixfold higher concentration of AMP-PNP, a significant number of channels are not locked open because large current fluctuations can be seen. Compared with the current decay phase upon removal of 0.5 mM AMP-PNP, however, more slow channel closing steps (representing closings from the locked open state) were observed. Although our solution change does not allow us to assess the fast phase of current decay, the slow phase of the current decay, which lasts for tens of seconds, can be quantified. To generate a macroscopic current decay, we again used ensemble CFTR current from the same patch. The slow phase of the current decay upon removal of 0.5 or 2.75 mM AMP-PNP was fitted with a single exponential function yielding a similar time constant of ∼30 s. This concentration-independent decay rate is consistent with the idea that the rate-limiting step for the current decay is the dissociation of AMP-PNP from NBD2, a concentration-independent process. These results also support the hypothesis that ATP binding to NBD2 stabilizes the open channel conformation. This stabilizing effect is greatly magnified when hydrolysis at NBD2 is eliminated, either through chemical modification of the binding molecule (AMP-PNP) or molecular alteration of the CFTR protein itself (i.e., K1250A mutation).

discussion {#Discussion}
==========

Kinetically Distinct States Differentiate Gating Model
------------------------------------------------------

Several linear equilibrium models have been proposed to explain ATP-dependent gating of CFTR ([@B18]; [@B40]; [@B43]). These models, all similar to models used to explain the kinetics of ligand-gated channels, do not consider the fact that CFTR is an ATPase and the likelihood that ATP hydrolysis provides the free energy that drives gating transitions. Since the free energy generated from hydrolysis of a single ATP molecule is \>10 kT, it seems reasonable to model some of the ATP hydrolysis-driven conformational changes as essentially irreversible. Before we focus our discussion on asymmetrical, cyclic schemes that have been proposed to describe CFTR gating, we will first examine the feasibility of a simple equilibrium kinetic scheme by using our single-channel data.

Assuming that ATP binding, but not hydrolysis, at NBD1 opens the channel, a simple scheme for a typical ligand-gated channel can be derived (Fig. [8](#F8){ref-type="fig"}, Scheme 1; e.g., [@B18]; [@B40]; [@B43]). According to this scheme, the transitions between C·ATP and O·ATP reflect the short flickers that we exclude from our analysis by omitting closings \<80 ms. Thus, the only transitions we measure are between states C and C·ATP, and Fig. [8](#F8){ref-type="fig"}, Scheme 1, predicts that our measured mean closed time is inversely proportional to \[ATP\] and therefore should approach 0 for high \[ATP\]. This is inconsistent with our observation of a minimum closed time of ∼400 ms at high \[ATP\] (Fig. [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"} A). In addition, Scheme 1 obeys microscopic reversibility and thus predicts that the pdf of the closed time distribution has two decay time constants. Our results with a rising phase in the pdf of the closed time distribution (i.e., a short time constant with a negative amplitude, Fig. [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}, A and B) is inconsistent with Scheme 1 being an adequate model to explain CFTR channel gating.

Three cyclic gating models for CFTR gating have been proposed whereby ATP hydrolysis at NBD1 is a prerequisite for channel opening ([@B23]; [@B10]; [@B19]). These models differ in their proposed roles for the two NBDs\' participation in gating of the channel. [@B23] and [@B4] proposed that for every ATP molecule hydrolyzed at NBD1, one opening event occurs (a strict coupling); subsequent binding at NBD2 stabilizes the open conformation; ATP hydrolysis at NBD2 leads to channel closure. Their model also suggests that channels can close even without a functional interaction between ATP and NBD2, although data supporting this notion are lacking. In contrast, [@B19] propose that nucleotide binding and hydrolysis at NBD1 is only a prerequisite for channel opening; subsequent nucleotide binding at NBD2 is actually responsible for channel opening, and hydrolysis at NBD2 causes channel closure. The model proposed by [@B10] is very similar to that by [@B23] except that hydrolysis at NBD2 is obligatory for channel closing, a feature shared by the model proposed by [@B19]. All three models are supported by the observations that the nonhydrolyzable ATP analogues, such as AMP-PNP and ATPγS, fail to open CFTR channels, but dramatically increase the open time in the presence of ATP ([@B23]; [@B10]; [@B19]). The fact that mutations of the CFTR protein that impair nucleotide hydrolysis at NBD1 or NBD2 result in prolongation of channel closed or open times (Fig. [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}; [@B19]; [@B10]; compare [@B42]) also supports these models.

A critical observation in our current work for differentiating these models is the ATP concentration dependence of the mean open time (Fig. [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"} B). The model proposed by [@B19] predicts that the mean open time is independent of \[ATP\] because the termination of an opening event is controlled by hydrolysis of the bound ATP at NBD2, which is an \[ATP\]-independent parameter. However, the model proposed by [@B23] predicts a second prolonged open state when ATP binds to NBD2. Thus, two open time constants reflecting the life times of these two open states are expected. We are unable to clearly separate two exponential components in the open dwell time histograms for wt-CFTR (e.g., Fig. [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} B). Nevertheless, we observe a shift of the mean open time as \[ATP\] is increased. Our failure to detect a double exponential distribution of open times does not necessarily eliminate the possibility of two open states. If the difference in the mean lifetime of two open states is small and/or the transition between two open states is slow, then technically it will be difficult to collect sufficient events to resolve these two time constants. Furthermore, our exclusion of "flickers" with the 80 ms minimal duration criterion may also distort the resolution of the two components. We clearly resolve two open times with K1250A-CFTR and demonstrate a dramatic \[ATP\] dependence of the channel open time for this mutant CFTR. One interesting observation is that at 10 μM ATP, the mean open time for K1250A-CFTR is ∼250 ms, a value very close to that for wt-CFTR at the equivalent \[ATP\]. Thus, although this NBD2 mutant CFTR is able to open for minutes at high concentrations of ATP, it can assume very brief opening (∼250 ms) at low micromolar \[ATP\]. This observation is expected if the on rate of ATP binding to NBD1 is much larger than that for NBD2, and therefore at a low concentration of ATP, ATP interacts with NBD1 exclusively. Based on this interpretation, the brief opening with K1250A-CFTR is coupled to hydrolysis of one ATP molecule at NBD1 and subsequently the channel can close without ATP hydrolysis at NBD2. This conclusion is in conflict with the model for the obligatory role of ATP hydrolysis at NBD2 in channel closings ([@B19]; [@B10]). This same observation that the open time of K1250A-CFTR depends on \[ATP\] is also inconsistent with the proposal that ATP binding at NBD2 opens the channel ([@B19]). According to this latter model, every opening of K1250A-CFTR should last for minutes.

Construction of a Cyclic Gating Scheme
--------------------------------------

From the above discussion, we conclude that the model proposed by [@B23] provides a reasonable background to construct a more quantitative scheme with the kinetic parameters obtained from the present work. First, the spontaneous opening of phosphorylated CFTR (C in Fig. [8](#F8){ref-type="fig"}, Scheme 2) in the absence of ATP is negligible (e.g., Fig. [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} A), suggesting that only ATP-bound channels (C·ATP in Scheme 2) can advance to the open state. Since the input of energy is involved in opening the channel, we propose that the transition from the ATP-bound closed state to the open state (O in Fig. [8](#F8){ref-type="fig"}, Scheme 2) is a relatively irreversible process. Since NBD1 alone allows channel opening as well as closing (see above), we propose that the state O sojourns in C directly. This will be another irreversible step since the C to O transition (i.e., opening CFTR in the absence of ATP) is negligible. Fig. [8](#F8){ref-type="fig"}, Scheme 2, summarizes the coupling of ATP hydrolysis at NBD1 to channel gating. At \[ATP\] ≥ 1 mM, the ATP binding step is saturated. A maximal opening rate of 1.92 s^−1^, the reciprocal of the averaged closed time at millimolar \[ATP\] (Fig. [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"} A), should be equal to *k* ~1~, the intrinsic opening rate for an ATP-bound channel. Although the open time constants at different \[ATP\] are the weighed average of the lifetimes for the two open states, O and O·ATP (see below), the mean open time at a very low \[ATP\] should represent a closing of the channel through ATP action at NBD1 only. We estimate this short open time constant by extrapolating the first five data points in Fig. [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"} B to 0 mM ATP. The reciprocal of this short open time constant (0.26 s) should be equal to *k* ~2~ (3.85 s^−1^), the intrinsic closing rate of the open channel by NBD1. The fact that this short open time constant is very close to the mean open time of K1250A-CFTR at 10 μM ATP further supports this assignment.

Assuming a steady state condition for Fig. [8](#F8){ref-type="fig"}, Scheme 2, we obtained Eq. [1](#E1){ref-type="disp-formula"} ([@B44]) to describe the relationship between \[ATP\] and τc (Fig. [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"} A). Fitting Eq. [1](#E1){ref-type="disp-formula"} to the data of Fig. [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"} A yields values of 75,600 s^−1^ M^−1^ and 6.5 s^−1^ for α~1~ and β~1~, respectively. It should be noted that, although changing α~1~ or β~1~ individually alters the best fit drastically, when the *K* ~d1~ (β~1~/α~1~) is kept constant (86 μM), the best fit does not change significantly with parallel changes in α~1~ and β~1~ over a 20-fold range (data not shown). Thus, the absolute values for α~1~ and β~1~ are less certain than the value of 86 μM for *K* ~d1~. However, α~1~ is not likely smaller than 1,000 M^−1^ s^−1^ since the fitted curve starts to deviate from the actual data points at low \[ATP\] (not shown). Even though Eq. [1](#E1){ref-type="disp-formula"} is based on an assumption of steady state (which, strictly speaking, cannot be true for a single molecule), the values for α~1~ and β~1~ are likely appropriate for two reasons. First, the mean closed times at different \[ATP\] found from the exact solution of the Q matrix ([@B14]; Fig. [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"} A, □), were very close to the closed times calculated from Eq. [1](#E1){ref-type="disp-formula"} (Fig. [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"} A, solid line). Second, these values for *k* ~1~, *k* ~2~, α~1~, and β~1~ also reasonably fit the pdf of the closed time distributions (including the rising phase and the position of the peak) at 0.1 and 0.5 mM ATP (Fig. [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}, smooth curves): $$\documentclass[10pt]{article}
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To expand Fig. [8](#F8){ref-type="fig"}, Scheme 2, to incorporate the function of NBD2 (Fig. [8](#F8){ref-type="fig"}, Scheme 3), we assume that ATP can only bind to the open conformation of CFTR ([@B23]). We also assume that ATP hydrolysis at NBD2, instead of closing the channel directly, enables the channel to close through the state O (Fig. [8](#F8){ref-type="fig"}, Scheme 3, and [@B23]). This assumption, although somewhat arbitrary, simplifies the biochemical interpretation of the gating transitions (see below). As discussed above, the rate-limiting step for channel closing from the AMP-PNP locked open state is likely the dissociation rate of AMP-PNP. Since the structure of AMP-PNP is very similar to that of ATP, we assume that the off rate for ATP (β~2~ in Fig. [8](#F8){ref-type="fig"}, Scheme 3) at NBD2 for wt-CFTR is the same as that for AMP-PNP. Our estimation of the off rate for AMP-PNP from the macroscopic current decay upon removal of nucleotides is 0.03 s^−1^. A small β~2~ value suggests that channel closings from O·ATP almost always sojourn in the state O via hydrolysis and dissociation of the hydrolytic products from NBD2.

Since the off rate of AMP-PNP at NBD2 is very slow, AMP-PNP locked open state can be considered an absorbing state. A reasonably fast on rate of AMP-PNP should lead to most channels locked in that state. However, even at 2.75 mM AMP-PNP, not all channels were locked open (Fig. [7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}), suggesting a very slow on rate of AMP-PNP (and presumably also ATP) to NBD2. The steady state *P* ~o~ for CFTR in the presence of 0.5 mM ATP is ∼0.28. A 3.18-fold increase of the macroscopic current by addition of 2.75 mM AMP-PNP indicates a *P* ~o~ of 0.89 in the presence of 0.5 mM ATP and 2.75 mM AMP-PNP (Fig. [7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}). This *P* ~o~ is determined by the fraction of channels in the open state and the fraction of channels in the locked open state. Since the opening rate and closing rate of CFTR at 0.5 mM ATP, and the closing rate of AMP-PNP locked open channels are known (Figs. [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"} and [7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}), the association rate constant for AMP-PNP is estimated to be 109 s^−1^ M^−1^. Assuming ATP has similar on and off rates as AMP-PNP to NBD2, an ATP dissociation constant, *K* ~d2~ (β~2~/α~2~), of 275 μM is obtained for NBD2. Finally, we used the equation (Eq. [2](#E2){ref-type="disp-formula"}) that describes the relationship between the steady state *P* ~o~ and \[ATP\] to obtain the *k* ~3~ value (see [@B44] for detailed derivation). Fitting Eq. [2](#E2){ref-type="disp-formula"} with the data using all the kinetic parameters derived above yields a *k* ~3~ value of 1.78 s^−1^ (Fig. [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} C, smooth line). This value has some degree of uncertainty because *P* ~o~ is not very sensitive to NBD2 function in our excised patch experiments. Table [I](#TI){ref-type="table"} summarizes all the estimated values for the kinetic parameters and their experimental origins. It seems surprising that even at 10 mM ATP, the on rate of ATP to NBD2 is ∼1 s^−1^, suggesting a minimal contribution of NBD2 to *P* ~o~ of CFTR in our experiments using excised inside-out patches. This puzzling lack of role of NBD2 may be related to some of the discrepancies among different reports discussed below. $$\documentclass[10pt]{article}
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Comparison of Kinetic Values with Previous Studies
--------------------------------------------------

A discrepancy exists between our maximal *P* ~o~ measured in excised inside-out patches (∼0.5, Fig. [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} B) and previous reports with higher *P* ~o~ values. When CFTR gating was examined in excised giant patches from cardiac myocytes, a *P* ~o~ ≥ 0.8 can be achieved in the presence of PKA and 0.5 mM ATP (e.g., Fig. [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} B in [@B23]). This is not likely due to species or tissue differences because a similar high *P* ~o~ was observed with human wt-CFTR incorporated into lipid bilayers ([@B18]). In fact, the *P* ~o~ of wt-CFTR in cell- attached patches from Calu-3 cells, a human airway epithelial cell line, can be \>0.9 in the presence of cAMP stimulation ([@B21]). This latter result is especially enigmatic. In cell-attached patches, in addition to the ATP-dependent gating events, phosphorylation/dephosphorylation events need to be considered in determining *P* ~o~ ([@B24]). Since only phosphorylated CFTR channels can be opened by ATP, a *P* ~o~ of ∼0.5 in inside-out patches (Fig. [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} B) for the strongly phosphorylated CFTR should impose a maximal *P* ~o~ of ∼0.5 for CFTR activity measured in cell-attached patches where at least one more closed state (dephosphorylated closed state) should be considered in calculating *P* ~o~. Furthermore, the channel open times in cell-attached patches can be easily resolved into two components ([@B24]), and the longer time constant is greater than the mean open time at 10 mM ATP in excised patches from the current study. One interesting possibility is that a cytosolic factor, which affects CFTR gating, is missing in our excised patches but remains in other systems ([@B23]; [@B18]).

Numerous reports ([@B28]; [@B18]; [@B9], [@B10]; [@B43]; [@B29]; [@B16]; Sheppard et al., 1997; [@B32]) on CFTR gating have generated many different numerical values for the kinetic parameters. This difference likely reflects the difference in methods used for kinetic analysis. Importantly, different cutoffs are used to define CFTR gating events, resulting in a wide range of the time constants (2 ms--3 s). Interestingly, the steady state *P* ~o~ values reported for wt-CFTR in those reports were not very different (0.28-- 0.65). Very few studies have assigned those time constants to specific kinetic events, perhaps because there often is an inconsistency between kinetic parameters, determined by dwell time analysis, and the independently measured steady state *P* ~o~. For example, [@B29], using 60 ms as a cutoff, reported a *P* ~o~ of 0.48 at 1 mM ATP for purified wt-CFTR incorporated into lipid bilayers, whereas the kinetic analysis shows a mean burst duration (τb) and a mean interburst duration (τib) of 600 and 125 ms, respectively, which would predict a *P* ~o~ of 600/(600 + 125), or 0.83. An earlier report from the same group showed a *P* ~o~ of 0.28 with a τb of 0.36 s and τib of 3.35 s ([@B28]). Clearly, these values of the kinetic parameters cannot easily be reconciled with the *P* ~o~ value. [@B10], using 20 ms as a cutoff, reported a mean burst time of ∼1 s for K1250A-CFTR. This number is evidently an underestimation of the true ATP-coupled open time for K1250A-CFTR as a continuous burst of opening that lasts for minutes is observed even when ATP is removed (Fig. [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"} A). On the other hand, we believe that the method we used for macroscopic as well as microscopic kinetic analysis provides a reasonable approximation of the \[ATP\]-dependent changes in *P* ~o~ (Fig. [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}).

Biochemical Implications
------------------------

Other than the amino acid sequences in the conserved Walker A and B motifs, NBD1 and NBD2 share only ∼30% sequence homology ([@B36]). Our results, as well as others, suggest that, functionally, they play very different roles in CFTR gating. These distinct functional roles for CFTRs NBD1 and NBD2 also distinguish CFTR from p-glycoprotein, another member of the ATP-binding cassette (ABC) transporter family. The two NBDs in p-glycoprotein share 66% sequence homology and there is no evidence so far to support that NBDs in p-glycoprotein are functionally distinct. Biochemical studies suggest that two NBDs of p-glycoprotein may alternate in catalyzing ATP hydrolysis reactions (reviewed by [@B38]). This is not very surprising for members of the ABC family other than CFTR since structural (perhaps functional) symmetry is recently proposed from the x-ray crystallographic structure of His permease ([@B22]). Thus, although CFTR shares topological similarities with other proteins in this family, numerous differences may have emerged during evolution.

Our data also suggest differences in ATP binding affinity between NBD1 and NBD2. For NBD1, ATP has a much faster on as well as off rate. However, the association rate constant for NBD2 is slower than diffusion by several orders of magnitude, suggesting the rate constant, α~2~, obtained from our analysis does not truly represent the association rate constant for a simple bimolecular reaction. One possible explanation for this apparent slow on rate of ATP to NBD2 can be inferred from the analogy with G proteins. If the function of NBD2 indeed parallels that of a G protein, ADP, the hydrolytic product of ATP hydrolysis, may be entrapped after hydrolysis. In analogy to the G protein function, occupancy of this ADP molecule in NBD2 may prevent ATP binding. If this analogy is applied to our model (Fig. [8](#F8){ref-type="fig"}, Scheme 3), then the state O contains an ADP molecule in NBD2. A similar proposal was recently postulated by [@B38]. Thus, the apparent slow on rate for ATP binding to NBD2 is caused by the slow dissociation of ADP, and this slow off rate sets an upper limit for ATP association with NBD2.

As discussed above, our kinetic data fail to explain some of the previous observations that the *P* ~o~ of CFTR can reach 0.8--0.9 (e.g., [@B23]; [@B18]; [@B21]). We do not know the mechanism that can account for these discrepancies. Perhaps the hypothetical factor that we lose upon patch excision accelerates the ATP/ADP exchange rate. Thus, much of the role of NBD2 in determining *P* ~o~ is lost in excised inside-out membrane patches. Again, in analogy to G proteins, for example, GDP binds very tightly to the G protein Ras, but the GTP/ GDP exchange rate is greatly increased by the presence of the Sos protein ([@B13]).

Two irreversible steps in gating transitions are proposed to be coupled to ATP hydrolysis at NBD1 (Fig. [8](#F8){ref-type="fig"}, Scheme 2). A paucity of short closings in the pdf of the closed time (Fig. [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}, A and B) is predicted with a scheme such as Scheme 2 that violates microscopic reversibility. [@B4] proposed that CFTR channels open after ATP is hydrolyzed. According to this proposition, we speculate that the splitting of the γ-phosphate from ATP yields one irreversible step with the rate constant, *k* ~1~, and the release of the hydrolytic products, phosphate or ADP or both, can generate a second irreversible step with the rate constant, *k* ~2~ (Fig. [8](#F8){ref-type="fig"}). Then the intrinsic hydrolysis rate for NBD1 is *k* ~1~ *k* ~2~/(*k* ~1~ + *k* ~2~) = 1.28 s^−1^. This value is comparable to the reported hydrolysis rate of ∼1 s^−1^ per CFTR molecule ([@B29]). Our model also suggests that the ATP hydrolysis reactions in NBD1 and NBD2 are coupled. Hydrolysis of ATP at NBD2 requires occurrence of an earlier ATP hydrolysis reaction at NBD1; while part of the ATP hydrolysis cycle at NBD1 (the O → C transition) can be disrupted by ATP occupancy at NBD2 (Fig. [8](#F8){ref-type="fig"}). One prediction from this model is that abolition of the ATP hydrolysis rate at NBD2 will affect the overall ATP hydrolysis by CFTR. Assuming the opening rate of K1250A-CFTR is the same as that of wt-CFTR, our kinetic data suggest a maximal ATP hydrolysis rate of ∼0.005 s^−1^, which is 1/200 of that for wt-CFTR. Recent preliminary data that K1250A-CFTR has a drastically reduced rate of ATP hydrolysis support this coupled ATP turnover hypothesis ([@B33]). One should note, however, that our model, although sufficient to explain numerous biophysical and biochemical results, simply provides a testable framework (Fig. [8](#F8){ref-type="fig"}) for future exploration to advance our understanding of the biochemical basis of CFTR gating via ATP hydrolysis.
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![CFTR gating schemes. Scheme 1 is a linear model based on traditional ligand-gated channel gating schemes. Scheme 2 is a cyclic model for CFTR channel gating, but does not take into account the stabilization of the open state via ATP action at NBD2. Scheme 3 is a cyclic model for CFTR gating with two coordinating ATP binding sites. The cartoon depicts a hypothetical graphic presentation of the kinetic Scheme 3 (see text for details).](JGP7869.f8){#F8}

###### 

Summary of Estimated Values for the Kinetic Parameters of CFTR Gating

  Parameters      Estimated values                                          Sources of value
  ------------ -- ------------------------------------------------------ -- -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  *k* ~1~         1.92 s^−1^                                                1/ τc \[ATP→ ∞\] from Fig.4 A
  *k* ~2~         3.85 s^−1^                                                1/τo \[ATP → 0\] Fig. [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"} B
  α~1~            75600 ^−1^ s^−1^ [\*](#TFI-150){ref-type="table-fn"}      Fit of Eq. [1](#E1){ref-type="disp-formula"} to Fig. [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"} A
  β~1~             6.5 s^−1^ [\*](#TFI-150){ref-type="table-fn"}            Fit of Eq. [1](#E1){ref-type="disp-formula"} to Fig. [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"} A
  *K* ~d~1~~      86 μM[\*](#TFI-150){ref-type="table-fn"}                  β~1~/α~1~
  β~2~             0.03 s^−1^                                               Decay time constant upon washout of AMP-PNP, Fig. [7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}
  α~2~            109 M ^−1^ s^−1‡^                                         *P* ~o~ of wt-CFTR with AMP-PNP/ATP mixtures, Fig. [7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}
  *K* ~d~2~~      275 μM[‡](#TFI-152){ref-type="table-fn"}                  β~2~/α~2~
  *k* ~3~         1.78 s^−1‡^                                               Fit of Eq. [2](#E2){ref-type="disp-formula"} to data of Fig. [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} C

 Absolute values of α~1~ and β~1~ are less certain than the ratio (*K* ~d~1~~).  

 The certainty of these values is low because of the apparently limited impact of NBD2 on *P* ~o~ in our experiments, however, α~1~ \>\> α~2~ and *K* ~d~2~~ \> *K* ~d~1~~.  

![ATP concentration dependence of the mean open time and the mean closed time. Both open (τo) and closed (τc) time constants were obtained from at least five patches in the presence of different concentrations of ATP. (A) ATP concentration dependent of the closed time constant. The smooth curve represents fit of the data points to the approximate relationship from Eq. [1](#E1){ref-type="disp-formula"} (see text for details). The squares represent exact solutions using Q matrix techniques to Fig. [8](#F8){ref-type="fig"}, Scheme 3, with the parameters listed in Table [I](#TI){ref-type="table"}. (B) ATP concentration dependence of the open time constant.](JGP7869.f4){#F4}

![Slow closing of AMP-PNP locked open wt-CFTR. A continuous current trace showing the effects of AMP-PNP on ATP-opened wt-CFTR. Ensemble currents were constructed from the slow component of the decay from multiple washouts in the same patch. The ensemble current decay could be fitted with a single exponential function yielding a time constant for deactivation of 32.33 ± 0.43 and 29.36 ± 0.07 s for the washout of 0.5 mM and 2.75 mM AMP-PNP, respectively. Multiple ensemble deactivations from different patches yielded an average time constant for the slow deactivation phase of 34.9 ± 13.7 s (*n* = 6) for 2.75 mM AMP-PNP and 33.2 ± 14.4 s (*n* = 6) for 0.5 mM AMP-PNP.](JGP7869.f7){#F7}

![The ATP concentration dependence of CFTR channel activity. (A) A continuous current trace showing the effects of different ATP concentrations on CFTR channel activity. (B) The dose--response relationship between \[ATP\] and macroscopic CFTR channel current. For each patch (containing a different number of CFTR), current was normalized to the average of the current achieved with 2.75 mM ATP immediately before and after the tested concentration. (C) The dose--response relationship between \[ATP\] and the single-channel *P* ~o~. The smooth curve represents the fit of the data points to Eq. [2](#E2){ref-type="disp-formula"} (see [discussion]{.smallcaps} for details). (D) Overlaid plots of B and C. All data points are mean ± SEM of four or more values obtained from different patches at each concentration of ATP.](JGP7869.f2){#F2}

![ATP is required to open PKA-phosphorylated CFTR in excised in side-out patches. (A) A continuous current trace showing activation of CFTR channels with PKA and ATP, and lack of channel openings in the absence of ATP. (B) A semicontinuous recording of a single CFTR channel in the presence of PKA plus ATP or ATP alone. Each stretch of single-channel recording is 45 s.](JGP7869.f1){#F1}

![Effects of \[ATP\] on CFTR gating. (A) Single-channel traces of PKA-phosphorylated CFTR at different concentrations of ATP as marked. (B) Cumulative dwell time analysis of the traces shown in A.](JGP7869.f3){#F3}

![Probability density function of the closed time distributions at 0.1 (A) or 0.5 (B) mM ATP. The smooth curves represent the predicted pdf using kinetic parameters derived for Fig. [8](#F8){ref-type="fig"}, Scheme 3 (see text for details). Insets show the expanded graphs that contain the first 20 bins.](JGP7869.f5){#F5}

![ATP concentration dependence of the channel open time for K1250A-CFTR. (A) A continuous current trace of K1250A-CFTR in the presence or absence of ATP. The channel had been activated with PKA and ATP before the start of the trace. This mutant channel remains open for 2 min after removal of ATP. However, the same channel shows brief openings at 10 μM ATP. (B) Single channel amplitudes of K1250A-CFTR (obtained from all point histograms of 30 s recordings) at 10 μM or 2.75 mM ATP. (C) The open time histogram of K1250A-CFTR at 10 μM ATP. Pooled open times from four patches were analyzed. This distribution was fitted with a single exponential function. (D) Slow closing of PKA-phosphorylated K1250A-CFTR. The expanded trace shows stepwise closing of individual channels after ATP is removed. (E) Relaxation of the ensemble current. Macroscopic relaxation of the K1250A-CFTR channel current was constructed from multiple washouts of ATP from the same patch. A single exponential fit of the current relaxation yields a time constant of 181.28 ± 0.25 s for deactivation in the experiment shown.](JGP7869.f6){#F6}
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